
Murica
/mυ·rıkə/
(n) slang for America/United States. 
Interchangeable with Merica.

Source: Urban Dictionary

Murica 101

This is a guide for every international student that  
comes to America for the first time. Each week you  
will receive a different card with a “life pro tip” on  
how to adapt to America, and its culture. Feel free  
to exchange cards with your friends or collect them. 



Never Greet Strangers with a Kiss

In your culture (Hispanic, and Europeans I’m  
looking at you), it may be pefectly fine to give  
a kiss (or two, or three) to people when you  
are meeting them. However in America, this  
is not the usual custom; so to be  
sure, avoid kissing strangers

Supersize me?

In America, food is generally larger than what you 
would expect. Make sure you understand 
what they mean by a “big soda” before you ask 
the server for one!

Pro Tip: You can get free refills on soda 
most of the time, so get a medium and  
keep them coming!



“I Need Space”

Different cultures tend to approach this  
differently, some people get too close,  
others too far appart. However, there is  
a sweet spot between being creepily  
close, or just too far away, which is just  
plain weird. Try to stand close to one  
meter (3ft. or 1 step) away from the  
person you’re talking to!

Erm...Good Talk?

The question “How are you?” is a tricky one. For Americans 
it is more a question of politeness than actually asking how 
are you actually doing. It is just a follow up to the 
“Hello” exclamation. It is curteous to just say 
“Good,” or “Not too bad” as an answer,  
followed by a “What about you?”  
Don’t get mad at them next time 
you ask them how are they, and 
they walk away as they answer!



Never (ever ever ever) Put Ketchup on your Hotdog

Never. Period.

Chicagoans are Like Onions

Well, they don’t stink, nor they make  
you cry... (most of the time).... 
Layers, though! During the  
cold winter in the midwest, you  
want to layer up. Layers will  
keep you alive (hopefully).



Luke, Please don’t Stare.

Eye contact is very important for Americans.
It does not matter who you are talking  
to, you want to make eye contact with the  
other person to convey confidence, and 
respect. However, DO NOT STARE.

Pro Tip: Make eye contact for about 
five seconds, look somewhere else,  
and go back to making eye contact  
again for five more seconds.

Winter is Coming

Yes it is. And it only brings
pain, and death. Be warned.

Pro Tip: Remind yourself every day
that it’ll get warmer one day.


